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As we slowly move from Summer to Fall, our last week in August proceeded at a rather 
measured pace, with the weather remaining in the low 90’s and bird capture numbers 
remaining modest but steady. 

Totals processed were:- (See species list attached) 

Week 3:-  Banded – 160; Recaptures – 28; Un-banded – 6; Total birds processed – 194.  

Season:-  Banded – 414; Recaptures – 54; Un-banded – 40; Total for season – 508. 

The most banded species so far is the Brewer’s Sparrow, followed by House Finch and  Bushtit. 

New species for the week were Gray Flycatcher; Dusky Flycatcher; Vesper Sparrow; Spotted 
Towhee; Green-tailed Towhee, American Robin, and a rather surprising (to me at least) capture 
in the form of a Sage Thrasher. 

With regard to additional processing items, blood was drawn from five Empidonax flycatchers, 
feather samples were collected from all new birds, and one more Yellow-breasted Chat was 
fitted with a geolocator, making a total of eleven for the season. Twenty-three units remain on 
hand awaiting deployment. Four other chats which were deemed suitable candidates were not 
fitted, so as to comply with the requirement that only previous season recaptures be fitted, in 
order to enhance the probability of recovering the geolocators next season. Two previous 
season chats were recaptured with geolocators fitted, and it was pleasing to note that both 
birds were flying normally and showing no signs of distress from the locators. 

Our second volunteer assistant – Tara Rodkey – arrived late at night on Monday, August 27th 
and has settled in seamlessly to the team. She has some banding experience, is working well, 
and appears to be keen to add to her knowledge. 

The question of days off remains unresolved, and no days off have yet been taken this season. 
This will of course, have to be rectified later in the season, and I am worried that this will 
negatively impact catch rates during periods when migration will be in full swing. I look forward 
to hearing a definitive decision on this matter soonest. 



There have been no visitors to the site so far this season, but Hau advises that groups are 
scheduled to arrive during the forthcoming period, whereupon we will do our best to 
demonstrate the value of our work here. 

Work has started on the permanent timber banding shelter; foundations have been cast, and 
the main frame assembled. Next week we will commence with cross-braces, roofing and side 
paneling. Meanwhile the temporary tent is comfortable but hot. We anticipate moving into the 
permanent structure in about two weeks. 

Regards 

Mike Ford, Lead Bander. 


